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Abstract. Ensuring correctness of verification tools is equally important
as the correctness of the actual problems they try to establish. In this pa-
per we evaluate automated fuzzing and debugging techniques applied to
state-of-the-art multiplier verification tools, which take the common gate-
level representation of and-inverter graphs as input. With a generation-
and mutation-based fuzzing approach our tools are able to uncover major
faults in verification tools including crashes as well as inaccurate verifica-
tion results. Additionally we demonstrate the usefulness of certificates for
automated reasoning tools. We further apply delta debugging techniques
and show their effectiveness in reducing failure-inducing inputs.

1 Introduction

Hardware verification and particularly formal verification of arithmetic circuits is
important to prevent issues like the infamous Pentium FDIV bug [31]. In recent
years verification of gate-level integer multipliers has made significant progress
and it has been shown that algebraic reasoning techniques are particularly suc-
cessful [6, 14,20,21]. In this line of work the given multiplier circuit is modeled
as a set of polynomials that generates a Gröbner basis. Using a polynomial
reduction algorithm, it is checked whether the specification, also modeled as a
polynomial, is implied by the circuit polynomials. We refer the reader to [11] for
a more detailed introduction to circuit verification using computer algebra.

Sophisticated reduction engines geared towards the automatic verification of
multipliers are implemented in the two state-of-the-art tools DyPoSub [21] and
AMulet2 [13]. These tools receive multiplier circuits, given as and-inverter
graphs (AIGs) [18], internally generate a polynomial encoding and perform the
reduction. DyPoSub simply provides a yes-or-no answer on the correctness of
the circuit. Our tool AMulet2 additionally provides a proof certificate for
correct circuits, and counterexamples in the case of an incorrect circuit.
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Proofs and concrete counterexamples (models) provide an additional layer of
confidence for the yes-or-no answer of the verification tool. Especially, as we will
see in our experimental evaluation, DyPoSub and AMulet2 do not always
agree on the verification results. Using only the yes-or-no answer it is hard to
decide which tool is correct on disagreement. In those cases counterexamples
and particularly proof certificates are not only essential to determine correctness,
but they can also be used to debug correctness errors. Clearly, robustness and
correctness are essential for the usability of tools. An incorrect verifier might for
instance fail to detect errors in the implementation of a multiplier, i.e., reporting
that the circuit is correct although it contains a bug.

Current research on algebraic multiplier verification focuses on efficiency and
automation. However, we are not aware of research in the direction of automated
fuzzing and debugging techniques for these tools that use AIGs as input. In
automated reasoning fuzzing and delta debugging techniques have originally
been applied for satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) [4], satisfiabilty (SAT) and
quantified Boolean formulas (QBF) solvers [5], and interactive provers [19] and
continue to be an essential part of the solver-developer tool-box [1, 3, 17, 23, 27,
28,30]. For a general introduction to fuzzing we refer to the Fuzzing Book [35].

This paper gives an incentive towards investing effort in automated testing and
debugging of automated reasoning tools, with the focus on hardware verification.
We present our generation-based fuzzer MultAIGenFuzzer that produces
valid multiplier circuits by randomly arranging modules of multiplier circuits.
The goal of these benchmarks is to avoid overfitting of automated reasoning tools
to those benchmark families that are currently publicly available and used, e.g.,
benchmarks generated by AMG [9], GenMul [22], and Multgen [32].

Additionally we present a mutation-based fuzzing tool AIGoFuzzing that
applies small modifications to a given AIG, e.g., flipping signs. These mutations
may or may not affect the correctness of the AIG. AIGoFuzzing is not tailored
towards multiplier verification and may be applied to any given AIG, hence we
consider it a general purpose mutation-based AIG fuzzer.

We expect that some of the fuzzing techniques deliver failure-inducing bench-
marks that lead to solver crashes or incorrect results. Debugging failure-inducing
benchmarks and locating the program error is typically a very time consuming
task. Usually only a small part of the AIG raises the failing behavior, whereas
the remainder of the graph is redundant with respect to the error. Reduction
of tree-structured inputs is for example also discussed in [8]. In this paper we
present a delta debugging tool AIGdd2 that allows to shrink failure-inducing
inputs while preserving the failures. AIGdd2 is an updated re-implementation of
AIGdd [2]; it still provides the same functionality as AIGdd, but has additional
options to keep a multiplier-alike input/output signature of the AIG.

We evaluate the presented tools MultAIGenFuzzer, AIGoFuzzing, and
AIGdd2 on the state-of-the-art multiplier verification tools DyPoSub [21] and
AMulet2 [13]. Our experiments show that both tools have issues. For instance,
we got benchmarks where DyPoSub miss-classifies the correctness of multipliers,
i.e., claims that a multiplier is correct although it calculates 3 · 3 = 13. Our
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tool AMulet2 did not produce wrong results, however it has several robustness
issues. The presented approach allowed us to fix these issues in AMulet2.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows, Sect. 2 discusses the
input format AIG and introduces the used fuzzing and debugging techniques.
In Sect. 3–5 we present our tools MultAIGenFuzzer, AIGoFuzzing, and
AIGdd2. Section 6 discusses automated testing followed by our experiments in
Sect. 7, before we conclude in Sect. 8 with a summary of learned lessons.

2 Fuzzing, Delta Debugging and AIGs

An And-Inverter Graph (AIG) [18] is a common representation of gate-level
hardware circuits that is very efficient to handle and manipulate. An AIG is a
directed acyclic graph that consists only of two-input nodes that represent logical
conjunction. The edges may contain markings that indicate logical negations,
i.e., inverters. The constant 0 in an AIG represents FALSE, and 1 represents
TRUE. A small sample AIG is shown in Fig. 2.

Fuzzing is a technique for automated software testing. The original idea was
to treat the program as a black-box and use random, invalid and unexpected
inputs to detect failures and tool crashes, e.g., buffer overflows.

The origin of fuzz testing goes back to the 90’s, where it was demonstrated
that random inputs are able to detect many errors in UNIX command line pro-
grams [26]. Since then a variety of automated testing approaches and tools have
been developed, such as ClusterFuzz by Google, or OneFuzz by Microsoft.
The original testing approaches have recently been repeated on current UNIX
systems [25] and still derived failure rates between 12%-19%. Especially pointer
and array errors still seem to be present in state-of-the-art utilities.

Fuzzing approaches can be distinguished depending on whether they use
existing input [35] or not. If a fuzzer reuses existing input, it is called mutation-
based fuzzer, as it mutates the provided input by making small modifications. In
contrast generation-based fuzzers generate input from scratch and hence do not
depend on the existence of inputs (also called seeds).

A second differentiation relates to whether the fuzzer makes use of the struc-
ture of the tested program. A white-box fuzzer uses program analysis, e.g.,
symbolic execution [7] of either source-code or binaries, to systematically gener-
ate inputs with the goal to increase code coverage of the test program executing
these inputs. On the opposite range of the spectrum, black-box fuzzing is com-
pletely unaware of the internal structure of the program under test. Hence,
testing using black-box fuzzers is typically faster than white-box fuzzing and can
easily be parallelized. However, black-box fuzzers may only trigger easy-to-reach
bugs without ever reaching certain potentially harmful corner cases.

In this paper, we discuss two fuzzing tools. First MultAIGenFuzzer, a
generation-based black-box fuzzer, generating multiplier circuits from scratch.
Our second fuzzing tool AIGoFuzzing is a mutation-based black-box fuzzer.
It has to be provided with an input seed, which is mutated without violating
structural constraints, i.e., violating the input/output signature of multipliers.
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Fig. 1. 4-bit multipliers generated by MultAIGenFuzzer, where pij = aibj . The
left multiplier is generated using only full and half adders, the right multiplier uses a
carry-lookahead module (CLA).

Delta debugging aims to reduce the manual workload of debugging software
problems by minimizing failure-inducing inputs [33,34,36]. In a nutshell, delta
debugging uses a (binary) search strategy to repeatedly remove smaller and
smaller parts of the failure-inducing input until a minimal fix point is reached
that triggers the same failure in the program. That is, our delta debugger
AIGdd2 removes nodes from AIGs to narrow down the failure cause.

3 Generation-based Fuzzing for Multipliers

We consider n-bit multiplier circuits, with 2n inputs an−1 . . . a0, bn−1 . . . b0 and
2n outputs s2n−1 . . . s0, which compute

∑2n−1
i=0 2isi =

(∑n−1
i=0 2iai

)(∑n−1
i=0 2ibi

)
.

In general multipliers are made of three components: (i) partial product
generation (PPG), where the n2 partial products pij = aibj , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1 are
generated; (ii) partial product accumulation (PPA), where the partial products
are summed up to two layers, and (iii) a final-stage adder (FSA) [29].

For each component several hardware algorithms are available, which can
be combined to derive a correct multiplier architecture, e.g., using a Booth-
encoding for PPG, a Wallace-tree as PPA and a carry-lookahead adder as FSA.
For example, the AMG [9] tool provides 22 components that can be combined
to generate 192 different multiplier circuits (of arbitrary bit-width).

All these components have certain patterns and their number is limited. Thus
hardware verification tools tend to be biased towards these architectures. For
instance, our tool AMulet2 substitutes complex FSAs, such as carry-lookahead
adders, with an equivalent ripple-carry adder. The correctness of the replacement
is checked using SAT solving and the rewritten circuit is verified using computer
algebra [14]. To apply adder substitution we implemented a heuristic algorithm
that uses syntactic pattern matching to identify the FSA.

The purpose of our novel generation-based fuzzing tool MultAIGenFuzzer
is to generate correct multipliers, where the individual components do not follow
a specific pattern to avoid overfitting solvers to available benchmarks. Figure 1
shows abstract examples for multipliers generated by MultAIGenFuzzer.

We follow the natural approach of long multiplication: first all partial prod-
ucts are generated and uniquely assigned to 2n column-wise slices S0, . . . , S2n−1,
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i.e., the partial product pij with 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1 belongs to slice Si+j . All
partial products in the slices are added together to receive the output of the
multiplication. Carries are propagated to the next bigger slices. Since addition
is commutative the order of the partial products within a slice does not matter.

In MultAIGenFuzzer we generate all n2 partial products pij using single
and-gates. The integration of Booth encoding is part of future work. After
the partial products are assigned to 2n slices, we repeatedly select two or three
random elements of a randomly picked slice Sk and add them together using a
half or full adder. The sum output bit of the half or full adder will be added to
Sk, the carry will be added to Sk+1. Our tool supports two models with different
density for half and full adders, which are selected randomly. We repeat these
steps until all slices contain at maximum two elements.

In the last step we generate a random FSA using a mixture of full and half
adders and carry-lookahead addition. We traverse from the smallest slice S0 to
the largest slice S2n−1 and instantiate adder modules appropriate for the number
of elements in a slice Sk. If the considered slice contains only a single element,
this element becomes the k-th output of the multiplier. If a slice contains two
elements we use a half adder to sum up the elements. The sum output is the
k-th output bit of the multiplier circuit, the carry is inserted into the next slice
Sk+1. In the case a slice Sk contains three elements, e.g., two elements from the
partial product accumulation and one carry from the FSA module of slice Sk−1,
we further randomly choose between a full adder or a carry-lookahead adder. We
randomly select the carry-lookahead module with a probability of 2/3.

If a full adder is selected, summing up the three elements follows the same
procedure as for a half adder. If a carry-lookahead adder is chosen, we first count
the number of coherent slices Sk+1, . . . , S2n−1 that contain two elements, as this
will be the maximum size max of the carry-lookahead adder. We select a random
number in [1,max] to choose the actual size of the carry-lookahead adder.

The sum outputs of a carry-lookahead adder are generated using XOR gates.
The carries can be computed recursively or iteratively. We have decided to use
three modes in MultAIGenFuzzer, which are selected randomly. In the first
mode all carries of the carry lookahead adder are computed recursively. In a
second mode all carries are computed iteratively. In the third mode we mix
between the first two options, i.e., we randomly select for each carry whether it
is generated recursively or iteratively.

4 Mutation-based Fuzzing for AIGs

In contrast to MultAIGenFuzzer, presented in the previous section, our
second fuzzer AIGoFuzzing is a mutation-based fuzzing tool and requires
existing seeds. The purpose of AIGoFuzzing is to make small mutations in
a given AIG that may or may not change the specification of the graph. Our
fuzzer AIGoFuzzing is not specifically designed for multiplier verification and
can be used on any given general-purpose AIG.
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Fig. 2. A given AIG, that is mutated using one of the four available muations (i)–(iv)

We currently support four classes of mutations, which can be selected option-
ally. The provided mutations are (i) swapping internal signs, (ii) switching an
output signal, (iii) modifying the input of a node, and (iv) inserting constants
0 and 1. An example is given in Fig. 2. The location of the mutation is cho-
sen randomly and if not specified otherwise AIGoFuzzing only executes single
mutations. Applying multiple modifications is possible via the options.

Swapping internal signs may happen in two ways. Either the sign of a single
randomly chosen edge is flipped, or a complete node is flipped by switching the
signs of all outgoing edges. Switching an output signal is actually a special case
of flipping a complete node, yet we have decided to include this as a separate
mutation technique, as AIGs that encode miters consist only of one output bit.
Modifying the sign of the output bit allows us to negate the specification of the
whole AIG. In all cases, flipping the signs usually changes the behavior of the
input AIG, i.e., in our setting correct multipliers will become incorrect. We will
revisit this claim later when discussing Tbl. 3 in the experimental evaluation.

In the third mutation technique we modify the input of an AIG node. We
randomly select a parent node, one of its children that is replaced, and a topo-
logically smaller node that will become the new input. It is important that we
choose a new child node that is topologically smaller than the parent to prevent
the formation of cycles in the generated AIG. Of course we do expect that most
of the time modifying the input of an AIG affects the correctness of the AIG.
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The fourth mutation technique injects constants 0 and 1 into the AIG. First
we randomly select which constant is inserted and then whether it will be added
as an input of a random node using logical conjunction or disjunction. This yields
four possible combinations (0, conjunction), (0, disjunction), (1, conjunction),
and (1, disjunction). Since v ∧ 1 = v ∨ 0 = v for any node v, integrating
the constant 0 using disjunction, and 1 using conjunction will not affect the
correctness of the AIG. On the other hand v ∧ 0 = 0 and v ∨ 1 = 1. Thus
the combinations (0, conjunction) and (1, disjunction) will change the behavior.
This can be seen in Tbl. 3 in the experimental evaluation that we have a 50:50
ratio on the correctness of the tested multipliers.

5 Delta Debugging with Slices

AIGdd2 is a delta debugging tool that is designed to minimize failure-inducing
AIGs, while preserving the errors. AIGdd2 is a re-implementation of AIGdd [2],
which has been developed for model checking purposes, whereas this paper fo-
cuses on multiplier verification tools. In particular we extend the functionality of
AIGdd by adding options that limit structural changes to the AIG, e.g., to main-
tain the signature of multiplier circuits. Furthermore we include a slicing based
delta debugging approach that allows us to shrink the bit-width of multipliers.

The goal of AIGdd2 is to automatically reduce the size of failure-inducing
AIGs until a fixed point is reached. AIGdd2 reads and executes the failure-
inducing AIG on the buggy program. The exit code of the faulty program is
stored and will be used as golden reference value.

First AIGdd2 slices the given AIG by removing the most significant inputs
and outputs. We set these bits to 0 and propagate the constant, e.g, for node v
with inputs w and 0, we deduce w ∧ 0 = v = 0. The precise number of inputs
and outputs that are set to 0 in each iteration can be specified via the options,
e.g., for shrinking multipliers we always remove two outputs and two inputs. We
repeat slicing as long as the shrunken AIG triggers the failing behavior.

Then AIGdd2 uses a binary-search based approach to further shrink the size
of the sliced AIG. We start by setting the first half of AIG nodes to the constant
0, which is propagated. We then test whether the resulting AIG still triggers
the failing behavior in the buggy program. If so, we proceed with the second
half of the AIG nodes. If the buggy program returns a different exit code, we
try again with setting the first half of AIG nodes to the constant 1. If setting
the first half of AIG nodes to a constant 0 or 1 does not trigger the failure of
the tested program, we split the first half of the AIG nodes into two parts and
repeat the steps above. We repeatedly narrow down the search space until we
have set individual AIG nodes to 0 resp. 1.

At this point we want to emphasize that it is not guaranteed that AIGdd2
generates the smallest possible failure-inducing input. However, while debugging
errors it is most of the time not needed to generate a minimal example. The desire
is to generate small inspectable inputs that can be used for efficient debugging.
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6 Fuzzing, Tests and Proofs

We evaluate our presented fuzzing and debugging approaches on the most recent
multiplier verification tools DyPoSub [21] and AMulet2 [13], where we are
the authors of the latter. Both tools apply algebraic reasoning to decide on the
correctness of the given multiplier. The specification of the circuit, modeled as
a polynomial is reduced by the polynomial representation induced by the AIG
with regard to a reverse topological variable ordering. The circuit is correct if
and only if the final result is zero.

In our tool AMulet2 we replace complex FSAs, which are a bottleneck for
algebraic reasoning [14], with a simple ripple-carry adder that is easy for algebraic
reasoning. The rewritten circuit is verified in AMulet2 using a static variable
ordering. We use version AMulet2.1 [10] for our experimental evaluation.

The tool DyPoSub applies a dynamic variable ordering attempt, i.e., after
each reduction step the change in the size of the current intermediate reduction
result is investigated. If the growth is above a certain threshold, the reduction
step is undone and a different variable is considered for reduction. This approach
aims to guarantee that the intermediate reduction results do not explode.

We use our presented fuzzing and delta debugging techniques in two ways.
First, we investigate the robustness of the verification tools. More precisely
we generate multiplier circuits using MultAIGenFuzzer that will be mutated
using AIGoFuzzing. We run these benchmarks on AMulet2.1 and DyPoSub
to detect critical software failures and crashes. With these results we fixed several
issues in our tool, also with the help of AIGdd2. The resulting more robust
version AMulet2.2 is released with this paper.

Secondly, we aim to deduce the correctness of the verification tools using dif-
ferential testing [24], see Fig. 3. We run both tools AMulet2.2 and DyPoSub
on the generated benchmarks that may or may not be correct. If both solvers
agree on the correctness of the given circuit, we label the multiplier accordingly
and conclude that the tools are correct on these benchmarks. This corresponds
to the green boxes in Fig. 3 (top & bottom of the middle column).

However, since we only have two solvers available we automatically have a
tie when the solvers disagree on the verification results. Obviously one of the
tools has a correctness issue, cf., the red boxes in Fig. 3. We use the following
terminology as common in logical reasoning and call a tool unsound whenever it
decides that a given buggy multiplier is correct. If a correct multiplier is classified
as buggy we call the solver incomplete.

Since we do not have a golden verification tool available, it is hard to determine
which solver is correct and which is buggy without additional actions. The tool
DyPoSub only provides a yes-or-no answer as a verification result, whereas
AMulet2 additionally provides certificates. In the case AMulet2 returns
“correct circuit” it generates on-the-fly a proof certificate in the practical algebraic
calculus (PAC) [15] that independently monitors the reduction steps using a series
of simple polynomial operations. The proof certificates can be checked using the
proof checkers Pacheck 2.0 or Pastèque 2.0 [15], where the latter is itself
certified as it is derived using Isabelle/HOL.
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If AMulet2 considers the given circuit to be incorrect, we are able to provide
at least one concrete counterexample from the final non-zero reduction result, i.e.,
we provide a concrete assignment of inputs for which the multiplier produces a
wrong result. Due to the reverse topological variable ordering the final reduction
polynomial consists only of input variables of the multiplier. We choose the
smallest monomial of the polynomial and set all occurring variables to 1, and
all other input variables to 0. Hence, the polynomial evaluates to the non-zero
coefficient of the selected monomial. In the case we have multiple monomials of
minimial size available, we are able to provide several counterexamples. These
counterexamples can be used to test the correctness of the multiplier by simulating
the outputs, e.g., using AIGSim [2]. AIGSim computes the output of the AIG
for the provided input model.

So in these cases where AMulet2 and DyPoSub disagree on the correctness
of a circuit, proofs and testing of counterexamples allow us to have a high level of
confidence in the verification results of AMulet2. If both tools provide different
yes-or-no answers we use the additional tests and proofs by AMulet2. If these
tests and proofs are successfully checked by independent simulators and proof
checkers, we use the verification result of AMulet2. If the proof certificates
and counterexamples are not valid we use the verification result of DyPoSub
and classify AMulet2 as unsound or incompolete.

This tool debugging flow also shows the importance of tests and proofs and
how developers of tools that do not provide certificates can make use of coun-
terexamples and proofs of a second tool to debug correctness issues in their tool.
Moreover in the case that DyPoSub would provide counter examples too, pro-
viding proofs in AMulet2 becomes superfluous and we could make use of their
counter examples to check for unsound errors in AMulet2.

Theoretically we would also need to consider the cases in Fig. 3, where both
tools return the same yes-or-no answer, but checking the proofs and counterex-
amples of AMulet2 fails. However, we have not seen this case in practice,
i.e., whenever booth tools returned the same yes-or-no answer, the proofs and
counterexamples supported this decision, and thus decided to not include them
in Fig. 3.

7 Experiments

Our experiments use an Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPU at 2.10 GHz (with turbo-
mode disabled) with a memory limit of 128 GB. The time is listed in seconds
(wall-clock time). We compare our tool AMulet2 to related work DyPoSub,
and consider two versions of AMulet2: (i) AMulet2.1 as a slightly updated
version of AMulet2.0 [13] that is currently available on GitHub [10] and
(ii) AMulet2.2, a fixed version of AMulet2.1 that will be released together
with this paper. For DyPoSub we use the version described in [21], but, as the
tool DyPoSub is not yet publicly available, we use a binary kindly provided by
the authors. In all our experiments the time limit has been set to 300 seconds
and the memory limit has been set to 16 GB.
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Fig. 3. Determining the correctness of tools using tests and proofs

In our experimental evaluation we aim to investigate the robustness and
correctness of the aforementioned multiplier verification tools using benchmarks
that are generated by (i) MultAIGenFuzzer, (ii) AIGoFuzzing on available
benchmarks from the AMG-benchmarks [9], and (iii) AIGoFuzzing on bench-
marks generated by MultAIGenFuzzer. Additionally we show the effect of
AIGdd2 on reducing the size of failure-inducing inputs. All our experimental
data and source code is available at [12].

For each tool we split the results into 4and 7. The 4-columns show those
results where a tool is correct, i.e., where it provides a yes-answer for a correct
multiplier (�), or classifies a faulty multiplier as incorrect (�). The 7-columns
show failures and miss-classifications, and we use the following symbols to differ-
entiate different types of failures as well as correct results:

4 7
� correct multiplier marked as correct - buggy multiplier marked as correct (unsound)

� buggy multiplier marked as incorrect , cor. multiplier marked as incorrect (incomplete)

≮≮≮ static ordering not topological (AMulet2 only)

� segmentation fault

§ exceeding the time limit

7.1 MultAIGenFuzzer generates Multipliers

The purpose of these experiments is to investigate whether the considered tools
have been overfitted to available multiplier benchmarks, e.g. [9, 22,32]. We use
MultAIGenFuzzer to generate correct multiplier circuits, where the internal
structure of the multipliers is shuffled.

In our first experiment that is shown in Tbl. 1, we generate 2 000 random
benchmarks with an input bit-width n ∈ {4, 8, 16, 32, 64}. In this experiment
we exclude the usage of carry-lookahead modules within the circuits, i.e., all
benchmarks exist only of full and half adders that are arranged in a random,
but topologically correct order. On a first glance this seems to be a rather easy
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Table 1. MultAIGenFuzzer benchmarks without carry-lookahead modules.

AMulet2.1 [10, 13] AMulet2.2 DyPoSub [21]

4 7 4 7 4 7

n # � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , � §

4 401 401 0 0 0 0 0 0 401 0 0 0 0 0 0 401 0 0 0 0 0

8 414 414 0 0 0 0 0 0 414 0 0 0 0 0 0 414 0 0 0 0 0

16 385 385 0 0 0 0 0 0 385 0 0 0 0 0 0 385 0 0 0 0 0

32 406 406 0 0 0 0 0 0 406 0 0 0 0 0 0 406 0 0 0 0 0

64 394 394 0 0 0 0 0 0 394 0 0 0 0 0 0 394 0 0 0 0 0

2 000 2 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 000 0 0 0 0 0

fuzzing setup, however a large number of such benchmarks has been submitted
to the SAT Race 2019 [16] and the results show that shuffling the addition order
of partial products is hard for SAT solving. We now aim to investigate these
benchmarks on algebraic solving techniques.

It can be seen that all tools are able to solve all benchmarks within the given
time limit and correctly return that the given benchmarks are indeed correct
multipliers. None of the tools has crashes nor returns unsound or incomplete
results. Hence, we conclude that these algebraic verification tools are robust
with respect to shuffling the addition order of the partial products.

In our second experiment we use MultAIGenFuzzer to generate correct
multipliers. For these benchmarks we enable the usage of carry-lookahead mod-
ules in the FSA and we want to investigate whether the solvers have been
overfitted to certain FSAs. We generate 2 000 random benchmarks with an input
bit-width n ∈ {4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 32, 48, 64}. We include more input bit-widths than
in the first experiment to allow a more detailed discussion. The results can be
seen in Tbl. 2, which is organized in the same fashion as Tbl. 1.

The results show that DyPoSub is able to correctly verify all benchmarks
within the given time limit. AMulet2.1 as well as the new release AMulet2.2
exceed the time limit on more than 50% of the benchmarks. The number of time-
outs increases as the input bit-width increases and AMulet2 is not able to verify
any of the 64-bit benchmarks. The reason is that AMulet2 aims to apply adder
substitution using syntactic pattern matching before algebraic verification of the
rewritten circuit. Since the adder substitution algorithm is not targeted towards
mixed FSAs, adder substitution fails in these cases, i.e., algebraic reduction is
applied on the original circuit. Hence we are able to conclude that the adder
substitution step in AMulet2 is overfitted to known patterns and struggles
with random complex inputs.

7.2 Using AIGoFuzzing to Mutate AIGs

In the following experiments we use small 4-bit multipliers that are generated
by AMG [9] and use AIGoFuzzing to apply single mutations.
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Table 2. MultAIGenFuzzer benchmarks with carry-lookahead modules.

AMulet2.1 [10, 13] AMulet2.2 DyPoSub [21]

4 7 4 7 4 7

n # � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , � §

4 247 247 0 0 0 0 0 0 247 0 0 0 0 0 0 247 0 0 0 0 0

6 221 218 0 0 0 0 0 3 217 0 0 0 0 0 4 221 0 0 0 0 0

8 251 222 0 0 0 0 0 29 225 0 0 0 0 0 26 251 0 0 0 0 0

12 252 141 0 0 0 0 0 111 141 0 0 0 0 0 111 252 0 0 0 0 0

16 249 65 0 0 0 0 0 184 65 0 0 0 0 0 184 249 0 0 0 0 0

32 240 10 0 0 0 0 0 230 10 0 0 0 0 0 230 240 0 0 0 0 0

48 257 1 0 0 0 0 0 256 1 0 0 0 0 0 256 257 0 0 0 0 0

64 283 0 0 0 0 0 0 283 0 0 0 0 0 0 283 283 0 0 0 0 0

2 000 904 0 0 0 0 0 1 096 906 0 0 0 0 0 1 094 2 000 0 0 0 0 0

First, we select the multiplier circuit “sp-ar-rc-4.aig”, that uses a simple
partial product generation, i.e., and-gates, which are accumulated in an array
structure. The final stage adder is a ripple-carry adder. The AIG is shown in
Fig. 4 in the appendix, This architecture consists purely of full and half adders
arranged in a grid-like pattern and thus is considered to be a simple multiplier
in related work. This circuit is given to AIGoFuzzing where randomly one of
four presented mutation techniques is applied.

The results can be seen in Tbl. 3, where the first column refers to the mutation.
AIGoFuzzing is able to apply four different kinds of mutations: changing
the sign of a random internal edge or node (“intsign”), swapping a random
output signal (“outsign”), replacing the input of an internal node (“inptrpl”)
and integrating a constant (“const+“).

We see that changing the internal sign leads to problems with finding an
appropriate variable ordering in AMulet2.1. We apply delta debugging on
these benchmarks, cf., Tbl. 7 and are able to fix all issues in AMulet2.2.
Swapping the sign of an output bit did not produce any crashes nor failures
on any of the tools. Modifying the input of an internal node or integrating a
constant leads to problems with finding a correct topological variable ordering in
AMulet2.1 as well as related segmentation faults. More specifically, integrating
a constant leads to crashes of AMulet2.1 on around 50% of the benchmarks.

The tool DyPoSub is robust and does not crash nor does it exceed the time
limit on any of the benchmarks. However, in the row “inptrpl” DyPoSub reports
that 20 circuits are correct, whereas AMulet2.2 only reports 14 circuits to be
correct. That is, on 14 circuits both tools return “correct” and on 6 benchmarks
DyPoSub classifies the multiplier to be correct whereas AMulet2 considers
the circuit to be buggy. For these 6 circuits we require additional information to
resort the tie. We use the counterexamples that are generated by AMulet2.2
and simulate them on the input AIGs. All counterexamples are found to be
valid. To be 100% sure of the claim that DyPoSub is unsound, we additionally
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Table 3. AIGoFuzzing “sp-ar-rc-4” multipliers

AMulet2.1 [10, 13] AMulet2.2 DyPoSub [21]

4 7 4 7 4 7

mutation # � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , � §

intsign 505 31 442 0 0 32 0 0 31 474 0 0 0 0 0 31 474 0 0 0 0

outsign 524 0 524 0 0 0 0 0 0 524 0 0 0 0 0 0 524 0 0 0 0

inptrpl 475 14 344 0 0 59 58 0 14 461 0 0 0 0 0 14 455 6 0 0 0

const+ 496 232 0 0 0 12 252 0 252 244 0 0 0 0 0 252 244 0 0 0 0

2 000 277 1 309 0 0 103 311 0 297 1 703 0 0 0 0 0 297 1 702 6 0 0 0

generated miters for checking the equivalence of the AIGs, which we gave to
a SAT solver. The SAT solver returned SAT, thus the AIGs in question are
indeed buggy. Details on the simulations, miters, and results of the SAT solver
are included in our experimental data [12]. We select one of the multipliers that
causes the unsound-failure. With the help of our delta debugger AIGdd2 we
are able to shrink the failure-inducing AIG by 86% from 128 nodes to 18 nodes.
The minimized AIG and its simulation can be seen in Fig. 6 in the appendix.
We have provided our findings to the authors of DyPoSub and they were able
to locate errors in their tool.

Interestingly, not all mutations where we swapped internal signs and modified
the input of nodes lead to incorrect multipliers, which we would have expected.
Around 5% of the multipliers were we swap signs, and 2% of the multipliers
where we modify inputs of nodes remain correct.

However, we see that only the fourth mutation technique “const+” keeps
roughly a 50:50 balance between correct and incorrect multipliers, all other
mutations are highly unbalanced. Developing semantics-preserving mutation
techniques that preserve correctness of AIGs is part of future work.

We repeated these experimetns of Tbl. 3 with a more complex multiplier
“bp-ba-lf-4.aig” (Fig. 5 in the appendix). This circuit uses a Booth-encoding to
generate the partial products, which are then accumulated using a redundant
binary addition tree and the FSA is a complex Ladner-Fischer adder. This circuit
is modified by AIGoFuzzing.

These results are shown in Table. 4 and it turns out that AMulet2.1 crashes
on around 15% of the benchmarks and does not find a correct variable ordering
in around 8% of the cases. However, all of these issues have been resolved in
AMulet2.2. Furthermore, DyPoSub claims that almost all multipliers are
incorrect, verifies one circuit and crashes on a second one. On the other hand,
AMulet2.2 reports “correct multiplier” on 260 multipliers.

Accordingly, we check the provided proof certificates by AMulet2.2 as
support of the verification result. For all multipliers that have been classified
as correct by AMulet2.2, the proof certificates are correctly checked by the
certified proof checker Pastèque 2.0 [15]. Hence, DyPoSub is incomplete on
these 258 benchmarks.
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Table 4. AIGoFuzzing “bp-ba-lf-4” multipliers

AMulet2.1 [10, 13] AMulet2.2 DyPoSub [21]

4 7 4 7 4 7

mutation # � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , � §

intsign 529 23 453 0 0 53 0 0 23 506 0 0 0 0 0 0 506 0 23 0 0

outsign 476 0 476 0 0 0 0 0 0 476 0 0 0 0 0 0 476 0 0 0 0

inprpl 544 9 383 0 0 71 81 0 10 534 0 0 0 0 0 0 534 0 9 1 0

const+ 451 193 0 0 0 32 226 0 227 224 0 0 0 0 0 1 224 0 226 0 0

2 000 225 1 312 0 0 156 307 0 260 1 740 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 740 0 258 1 0

Table 5. MultAIGenFuzzer multipliers + single mutations of AIGoFuzzing

AMulet2.1 [10, 13] AMulet2.2 DyPoSub [21]

4 7 4 7 4 7

n # � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , � §

4 403 61 253 0 0 19 70 0 66 337 0 0 0 0 0 66 337 0 0 0 0

6 398 41 235 0 0 15 61 46 43 334 0 0 0 0 21 45 352 0 0 0 1

8 426 47 160 0 0 22 93 104 49 256 0 0 0 0 121 55 295 0 0 0 76

12 386 32 112 0 0 6 75 161 31 169 0 0 0 0 185 44 204 0 0 0 138

16 387 38 98 0 0 14 74 163 40 160 0 0 0 0 187 54 184 0 0 0 149

2 000 219 858 0 0 76 373 474 229 1 257 0 0 0 0 514 264 1 372 0 0 0 364

7.3 Combining Generation- and Mutation-Based Fuzzing

In these experiments we combine our presented fuzzing tools and generate circuits
using MultAIGenFuzzer that are modified using AIGoFuzzing.

In the experiment that can be seen in Tbl. 5 we generate benchmarks with
an input size n ∈ {4, 6, 8, 12, 16} and apply a single random mutation, i.e., any
of the four available types.

We see that AMulet2.1 crashes on ∼ 18% of these benchmarks and has an
error in finding a topological variable order in 76 cases. These issues are fixed
in AMulet2.2. DyPoSub is robust and correct on these benchmarks. For all
tools we see that the larger the input size the more likely is it to exceed the time
limit, i.e., we produce hard benchmarks for these solvers.

In the experiment in Tbl. 6 we apply a number of random mutations on a
4-bit multiplier. After the experiment in Tbl. 6 with n = 4 we tried various other
input sizes and it turns out that already bit-width 6 leads to time outs for a
large number of benchmarks. The corresponding Tbl. 8 for n = 6 can be found
in the appendix. It also shows that increasing the number of mutations also
increases the number of crashes in AMulet2.1. Almost 75% of the multipliers
either lead to a segmentation fault or an error in the variable ordering. Again,
we were able to fix these issues in AMulet2.2. Finally, note, that AMulet2.2
and DyPoSub do not exceed the time limit on any of these benchmarks and
consistently produce the same verification result.
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Table 6. MultAIGenFuzzer multipliers +mutations of AIGoFuzzing

AMulet2.1 [10, 13] AMulet2.2 DyPoSub [21]

4 7 4 7 4 7

#mut # � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , � §

2 191 5 123 0 0 12 51 0 5 186 0 0 0 0 0 5 186 0 0 0 0

4 233 0 120 0 0 18 95 0 0 233 0 0 0 0 0 0 233 0 0 0 0

6 207 0 75 0 0 15 117 0 0 207 0 0 0 0 0 0 207 0 0 0 0

8 223 0 59 0 0 9 155 0 0 223 0 0 0 0 0 0 223 0 0 0 0

10 180 0 42 0 0 3 135 0 0 180 0 0 0 0 0 0 180 0 0 0 0

12 194 0 30 0 0 4 160 0 0 194 0 0 0 0 0 0 194 0 0 0 0

14 181 0 19 0 0 1 161 0 0 181 0 0 0 0 0 0 181 0 0 0 0

16 203 0 18 0 0 4 181 0 0 203 0 0 0 0 0 0 203 0 0 0 0

18 190 0 19 0 0 1 170 0 0 190 0 0 0 0 0 0 190 0 0 0 0

20 198 0 11 0 0 2 185 0 0 198 0 0 0 0 0 0 197 0 0 1 0

2 000 5 516 0 0 69 1 410 0 5 1 995 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 994 0 0 1 0

7.4 Using AIGdd2 to Minimize Failure-Inducing Inputs

Tables 3–6 show that AMulet2.1 is very sensitive with respect to mutations. It
produced many crashes and errors while finding an appropriate variable ordering.
In order to reduce time consuming debugging during fixing these issues it is ben-
eficial to automatically shrink failure-inducing inputs through delta-debugging.
In order to determine the effectiveness of delta-debugging in this context we
applied our delta-debugger AIGdd2 with and without slicing on all benchmarks
that cause a failure in the variable ordering, i.e., all benchmarks in columns “ ≮≮≮”
of AMulet2.1 in Tbls. 3–6. The results are shown in Tbl. 7.

The table is split into four segments, one for each original table. The rows
in each segment are organized in the same fashion as in the original tables, e.g.,
the first segment considers Tbl. 3, where each row indicates the used mutation
type. We also list the number of benchmarks that exceed the time limit of 300
seconds provided for delta debugging (§), benchmarks where delta debugging
fails (7), and where AIGdd2 is able to shrink the input (4).

It can be seen that AIGdd2 is able to find smaller failure-inducing bench-
marks for the multipliers where either internal signs have been swapped or the
input of a node has been modified. The columns in block “4” show the number
of benchmarks (“#”), the minimum percentage of nodes that is removed (“min”),
the largest percentage that is removed (“max”) and the average size removal
(“avg”). We see that for the failure-inducing benchmarks of Tbl. 3, AIGdd2 is
able to reduce the size by half on average. For the failure-inducing benchmarks
of Tbl. 4, AIGdd2 is able to reduce the size by two third.

For those benchmarks, where we integrate constants, AIGdd2 is not able to
find smaller inputs that are failure-inducing, cf., column 7. The reason is in the
functionality of AIGdd2. AIGdd2 sets large parts of the AIG to constants and
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propagates these values, i.e., the internal constant is propagated to the outputs
of the AIG. Benchmarks of this kind do not produce a failure in AMulet2.1.
A closer inspection of AMulet2.1 showed that we considered multipliers with
constant outputs and inputs, but did not consider constants as inputs of internal
nodes. Overall we see that slicing-based delta debugging finds smaller failure-
inducing benchmarks.

For the benchmarks of Tbl. 5 we see that AIGdd2 several times exceeds
the time limit of 300 seconds for multipliers with an input bit-width n > 4. We
have repeated the experiment with a time limit of 3 600 seconds, which shows
the same outcome. For those multipliers which could be minimized, AIGdd2 is
able to find failure-inducing multipliers that are 96.7% smaller.

For the benchmarks of Tbl. 6 it can be seen that AIGdd2 does not find
smaller benchmarks on 10 out of 69 test cases. In all other cases the percentage
of removal is between 44.5%–84.2%.

7.5 Summary

Our experiments have shown that AMulet2 is overfitted to existing FSAs.
Especially those MultAIGenFuzzer-benchmarks, where the FSA is not a clean
ripple-carry adder or a pure carry-lookahead adder, but a random combination
of both adders are very hard for AMulet2. The tool DyPoSub is robust and
correct on these benchmarks.

We encountered that AMulet2.1 has several issues regarding its robustness
on random mutated input circuits. Especially the variable ordering algorithm
has severe issues. Delta debugging these failure-inducing inputs was extremely
helpful to find the errors in AMulet2.1, which are fixed in the more robust
version AMulet2.2.

Using mutation-based fuzzing we have found multipliers where DyPoSub is
unsound and others where it is incomplete, i.e., produces incorrect verification
results. Since AMulet2 produces checkable proof certificates and counterexam-
ples in addition to a simple yes-or-no answer, it adds another layer of confidence in
the verification result and we did not encounter any soundness and completeness
failures in AMulet2.

8 Conclusion

Software is only as good as its robustness and correctness. A software that fre-
quently crashes is as undesirable as software that returns incorrect results. In this
paper we have evaluated the robustness and correctness of automated multiplier
verification tools that use algebraic reasoning. Our presented generation- and
mutation-based fuzzing techniques together with the presented delta debugger
allow us to detect and debug issues in these tools. Our experiments show that
both of the considered tools have critical defects, i.e., DyPoSub [21] is unsound
and incomplete, and our tool AMulet2 [13] crashes several times. We fixed the
issues in the new release AMulet2.2.
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Table 7. Reducing the size of failure-inducing benchmarks with AIGdd2

-slicing +slicing

Tbl. 3

mutation § 7 4 § 7 4

# min(%) max(%) avg(%) # min(%) max(%) avg(%)

intsign 0 0 32 49.2 53.1 51.7 0 0 32 49.2 68.0 56.5

inptrpl 0 0 59 48.4 58.3 52.5 0 0 59 48.4 82.0 58.4

const+ 0 12 0 - - - 0 12 0 - - -

Tbl. 4

mutation § 7 4 § 7 4

# min(%) max(%) avg(%) # min(%) max(%) avg(%)

intsign 0 0 53 60.2 69.3 65.5 0 0 53 60.2 86.5 67.4

inptrpl 0 0 71 58.8 73.4 66.1 0 0 71 58.8 88.5 68.5

const+ 0 32 0 - - - 0 32 0 - - -

Tbl. 5

n § 7 4 § 7 4

# min(%) max(%) avg(%) # min(%) max(%) avg(%)

4 0 4 15 43.5 63.4 53.0 0 4 15 43.5 63.4 53.0

6 12 3 0 - - - 7 3 5 74.6 89.7 81.8

8 20 3 0 - - - 13 2 7 87.7 94.3 91.0

12 6 0 0 - - - 5 0 1 96.7 96.7 96.7

16 11 3 0 - - - 12 2 0 - - -

Tbl. 6

#mut § 7 4 § 7 4

# min(%) max(%) avg(%) # min(%) max(%) avg(%)

2 0 3 9 47.0 59.8 53.8 0 3 9 47.0 70.3 60.4

4 0 4 14 44.5 71.3 56.5 0 4 14 44.5 71.3 60.0

6 0 1 14 43.1 67.3 56.1 0 1 14 45.0 72.0 61.4

8 0 1 8 47.8 67.2 58.0 0 1 8 54.1 68.8 64.0

10 0 0 3 55.8 65.0 60.1 0 0 3 55.8 74.8 63.4

12 0 0 4 54.2 68.5 61.2 0 0 4 58.9 84.2 73.7

14 0 0 1 56.6 56.6 56.6 0 0 1 56.6 56.6 56.6

16 0 0 4 52.4 64.2 55.9 0 0 4 52.4 70.6 60.0

18 0 1 0 - - - 0 1 0 - - -

20 0 0 2 56.7 56.8 56.8 0 0 2 56.7 67.8 62.3

We conclude with observations which we believe to generalize for testing and
debugging other verification tools. First, randomly shuffling the structure of
available inputs helps to avoid overfitting to known benchmark families. Second,
even only small mutations are able to reveal defects in an efficient way. Third,
verification tools need to produce proof certificates and models in addition to
a yes-or-no answer to prevent false results. Fourth, shrinking failure-inducing
inputs using delta debugging is extremely helpful for zooming in on defects.

In the future we want to include dedicated sophisticated semantic preserving
mutations in AIGoFuzzing in order to achieve a more balanced ratio between
correct and incorrect benchmarks.
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Fig. 4. AIG of “sp-ar-rc-4” multiplier used in the experiment of Tbl. 3
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Fig. 5. AIG of “bp-ba-lf-4” multiplier used in the experiment of Tbl. 4
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Appendix B

2

a0

4

a1

6

b0

8

b1

10 12 14

1618

20

22

24

26

28

30

32

s0

s1

s2

s3

AIGER ASCII Simulation
aag 16 4 0 4 12 ======================
2 a0 = l2 = 1 // input
4 a1 = l4 = 1 // input
6 b0 = l6 = 1 // input
8 b1 = l8 = 1 // input
10 s0 = l10 = 1
21 s1 = ¬l20 = 0
31 s2 = ¬l30 = 1
32 s3 = l32 = 1
10 6 2 l10 = l6 ∧ l2 = 1
12 8 2 l12 = l8 ∧ l2 = 1
14 6 4 l14 = l6 ∧ l4 = 1
16 15 12 l16 = ¬l14∧ l12 = 0
18 14 13 l18 = l14∧¬l12 = 0
20 19 17 l20 = ¬l18∧¬l16 = 1
22 14 12 l22 = l14∧ l12 = 1
24 22 17 l24 = l22∧¬l16 = 1
26 8 4 l26 = l8 ∧ l4 = 1
28 26 23 l28 = l26∧¬l22 = 0
30 29 25 l30 = ¬l28∧¬l24 = 0
32 26 22 l32 = l26∧ l22 = 1
i0 a0 ----------------------
i1 a1 Simulation result:
i2 b0 11 * 11 = 1101 // binary
i3 b1 3 * 3 = 13 // decimal
o0 s0
o1 s1
o2 s2
o3 s3

Fig. 6. Incorrect multiplier which DyPoSub claims to be correct: AIG graph (left),
AIGER ASCII encoding (middle), manual simulation (right)

Appendix C

Table 8. Multiple mutations for 6-bit multipliers

AMulet2.1 [10, 13] AMulet2.2 DyPoSub [21]

4 7 4 7 4 7

#mut # � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , ≮≮≮ � § � � - , � §

2 205 2 83 0 0 10 57 53 2 174 0 0 0 0 29 2 199 0 0 0 4

4 197 1 38 0 0 7 104 47 1 132 0 0 0 0 64 1 190 0 0 0 6

6 166 0 15 0 0 7 97 47 0 100 0 0 0 0 66 0 159 0 0 0 7

8 218 0 7 0 0 4 158 49 0 97 0 0 0 0 121 0 194 0 0 0 24

10 200 0 4 0 0 5 158 33 0 82 0 0 0 0 118 0 177 0 0 0 23

12 213 0 6 0 0 3 171 33 0 64 0 0 0 0 149 0 177 0 0 0 36

14 195 0 2 0 0 0 162 31 0 52 0 0 0 0 143 0 156 0 0 1 38

16 208 0 0 0 0 1 183 24 0 52 0 0 0 0 156 0 164 0 0 1 43

18 196 0 1 0 0 0 178 17 0 33 0 0 0 0 163 0 150 0 0 0 46

20 202 0 0 0 0 1 190 11 0 35 0 0 0 0 167 0 135 0 0 0 67

2 000 3 156 0 0 38 1 458 345 3 821 0 0 0 0 1 176 3 1 701 0 0 2 294
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